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Abstract: ISIS VLF data were received at Syowa Station, Antarctica m 1976. 

These data were compared with VLF and auroral data simultaneously observed on 

the ground. In general, hiss and saucer emissions were succesively observed on 

ISIS 2, when ISIS 2 moved from the polar cap towards the low latitude. It is found 

that the geomagnetic field Imes through a northernmost auroral arc are located 
between the occurrence regions of hiss and saucer emissions. It 1s also found 

that spectra of hiss emissions observed on the ground (Syowa) are not similar to 
those of VLF emissions observed m the region connected with field lme at the satel-
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lite altitude, but are sumlar to those of VLF emiss10ns observed near the same geo

magnetic latitude as that of Syowa Stat10n The result suggests that auroral hiss 

em1ss1ons do not propagate along the geomagnetic field Imes from the statelhte 

height ("' 1400 km) to the ground The calculat10n by means of the ray theory 

suggests that hiss em1ss1ons propagate along a non-ducted path from the satellite 

height to the ground 

1. Introduction 

From the observat10ns of low-altitude polar-orbitmg satellites, 1t has been shown 

that there are several types of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves (auroral hiss, 

saucer, LHR emiss10ns, etc.) on auroral field Imes (GURNETT, 1966; McEWEN and 

BARRINGTON, 1967, TAYLOR and GURNETT, 1968; LAASPERE and JOHNSON, 1973; JIRICEVK 

and TRISKA, 1976). 

GURNETT and FRANK (1972) showed from data observed by a VLF receiver and a 

low-energy proton and electron differential energy analyzer on lnJun 5 that occurrences 

of V-shaped hiss are related to precip1tatmg electrons with a few hundred eV m the 

mverted 'V' events, while auroral light emiss10ns are generally related to precipitatmg 

electrons with energies of 1 to 10 ke V m the inverted 'V' events. LAASPERE and HOFFMAN 

(1976) also showed that VLF hiss em1ss10ns are related to precipitatmg electrons with 

energies of a few hundred e V by usmg VLF and particle data from OGO 4. 

MOSIER and GURNETT (1972) exammed the relat10nsh1p between five VLF hiss events 

measured w1th lnjun 3 and auroras observed on the ground (Fort Churchill). One of 

these five events occurred near auroral arcs with sigmficant changes m the hiss spectrum 

m the immediate vicimty of auroral arcs. In the remaming four events, auroral hiss 

emiss10ns were not associated with any detectable auroral light emiss10ns. From this 

result, MOSIER and GURNETT (1972) suggested that auroral hiss and auroral light em1s

s10ns are usually generated by electrons with somewhat different energies, and that 

when the energy spectrum of precip1tatmg electrons mcludes high energy components, 

VLF hiss and auroral-light emiss10ns are simultaneously generated. 

MOSIER (1971) showed by means of the lnJun 5 Poynting flux measurement tech

mque that auroral hiss em1ss10ns propagate downward (toward the earth), while saucer 

em1ss10ns propagate upward, z. e., they suggested that a part of VLF hiss 1s generated 

above Injun 5, while saucer 1s generated below the satellite. GURNETT and FRANK (1972) 

reported that saucer emiss10ns are usually observed on a lower latitude side than the 

V-shaped VLF hiss region. However, they did not discuss the relat10nship between the 

I0cat10n of saucer emiss10ns observed on satellite and the I0cat10ns of auroras observed 

on the ground In this paper, we will examine such a relationship by usmg VLF data 

obtained with ISIS 2 and auroral data observed at Syowa. 

In order to understand the relationships between VLF hiss emiss10ns observed on 
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the ground and on the satellite, coordinated ground and satellite observations of VLF 
hiss are very important. However, there have not been enough simultaneous ground
satellite observations. GURNETT (1966) examined only two events and indicated a lack 
of correspondence between VLF emiss10ns observed on lnjun 3 and on the ground(Great 
Whale River). SRIVASTAVA (1974) compared eight VLF emission events observed on 
Injun 5 with VLF data obtamed at College and Barter Island. However, he also was 
unable to find a good correspondence between the ground and satellite data. In this 
paper, using the simultaneous dynamic spectrum data of VLF emissions observed on 
ISIS 2 and on the ground, we will examine the conditions in which VLF emiss10ns are 
simultaneously observed on the satellite and on the ground. 

2. Instrumentation and Data Analysis 

The ISIS 2 satellite was launched on April 1, 1971 on a circular polar orbit with an 
mclmation of 88.18°, an apogee altitude of 1424 km and a pengee altitude of 1354 km. 
VLF wave data measured by a wide-band (50 Hz- 30 kHz) receiver with an electnc 
dipole antenna of 79 m length were received at Syowa Station, Antarctica in 1976. 

Simultaneous ground-based data of auroras and VLF emissions were obtained at 
Syowa and Mizuho Stations. Syowa Station is located at -70.03° and 79.39° m the 
geomagnetic coordmates, while Mizuho Station is located about 260 km poleward from 
Syowa Stat10n along the same geomagnetic meridian. The geomagnetic coordmates 
of Mizuho are -72.32° and 80.62°. The 51 ISIS 2 VLF orbits were received at Syowa 
Station m the period from May to September, 1976. However, there are only seven 
events in which the same geomagnetic field lines pass through the ISIS 2 and auroras 
observed by an all-sky camera at Syowa Station. 

3. Coordinated Observations of VLF Hiss Emissions and Auroras 

Fig. 1 shows the 8 kHz VLF mtens1ty records of Syowa Station. Large enhance
ments in the 8 kHz mtensity were observed in the four events (B, E, F, G). However, 
the 8 kHz intensity was low in the remaining three events (A, C, D). In the G event, the 
location of ISIS 2 was far away from Syowa Stat10n when a large enhancement of the 
8 kHz mtensity was observed at Syowa Station. Therefore, this event is not a good 
example for comparing between the VLF emissions observed on the ground and on a 
satellite. We describe the three events (B, E, F) in detail as a case study and the re
maining four events (A, C, D, G) are presented in Appendices I"' IV. 

3. 1. September 17, 1976 event 
Fig. 2 gives frequency-time spectra of VLF emissions on ISIS 2 and all-sky photo

graphs taken at Syowa Station. The foot pomt of the geomagnetic field lines through 
ISIS 2 was computed at an altitude of auroras usmg the 1975 IGRF model. Here, 
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Fig 1 The 8 kHz mtenslly observed at Syowa 

SEP.17_, 1976 

Statron Shadow regrons show the period 
of simultaneous ground-satellite observa
trons of VLF hiss emrs!Jrons 

>'<' ,, 

Ftg 2 All-sky carnera photographs at Syowa Statron and VLF dynamic spectrum obse, ved 
on ISIS 2 The satellrte foot pomt along the geo111agnet1c-fzeld !me H plotted on the 
all-sky camera photograph� wrth circles 

the altitude of auroras 1s assumed to be 100 km The pos1t1on of the satellite foot pomt 

at 100 km level 1s illustrated by a circle on all-sky photographs m Fig 2 It 1s apparent 

m Fig 2 that wide-band hiss em1ss10ns were observed contmuously on ISIS 2 when the 
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Fig 3. Relationships between auroral hiss emissions simultaneously observed at an altitude 
of ,..., 1400 km and on the ground. Top and bottom panels give frequency-time spectra 
of VLF waves on !SIS 2 and on the ground (Syowa), respectively. The middle panel 
shows the intensity profile of 5577 A emissions which were observed by a meridian
scanning photometer at Syowa Station at 20h20m UT. The location of auroral arcs is 
indicated by dotted areas. Geomagnetic field lines through arcs and a calculated 
ray path of an 8 kHz whistler mode wave are also illustrated schematically. The 
location of !SIS 2 is shown by the ground track of the subsatel/ite point in the middle 
panel. The locations of Syowa and Mizuho Statzons are given at the bottom of the 
middle panel. 
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satellite was located in the latitude region higher than the location of the northernmost 
auroral arc, while saucer emissions were observed just after the satellite traversed the 
northernmost auroral arc at 20h21m53s UT. 

Such a relationship is presented again in Fig. 3. The frequency-time spectra of 
VLF emissions observed on ISIS 2 and on the ground (Syowa Station) are given at the 
top and bottom panels in Fig. 3, respectively. The middle panel shows the orbit and 
the geomagnetic latitude of the subsatellite point of ISIS 2, and the locations of Syowa 
and Mizuho Stations. The middle panel also shows the locations of auroral arcs and 
the geomagnetic field lines through arcs. The f-t spectrum at the bottom in Fig. 3 
mdicates that auroral hiss em1ss10ns with a narrow-band structure were observed con
tinuously at Syowa Stat10n durmg ISIS passage. 

If the VLF em1ss10ns observed on the ground result from the VLF waves which 
propagate along the geomagnetic field Imes, the f-t spectrum on ISIS 2 at "' 20h21m10s 
UT would be similar to the spectrum on the ground. The spectrum of auroral hiss 
obtained from ISIS 2 at 20h21ml0s UT showed a narrow-band structure with a center 
frequency of 2 kHz and a band-width of I kHz. However, the power spectrum 
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Fig 4 Power spect1 a of VLF emrsswns szmul
taneously obse, ved at 20h19m10s UT on 
the ISIS 2 and on t/ze ground Top and 
bottom panels give the power spect, a of 
ISIS 2 a11d the g10und (Syowa) respec
flvely 

observed on the ground at the same time had a different band structure with a center 
frequency of 8 kHz and a band-width of 5 kHz. The spectrum similar to the spectrum 
on the ground was seen on ISIS 2 when the subsatell1te point of ISIS 2 was located near 
the same geomagnetic latitude as that at Syowa Fig 4 shows the power spectra ob
served both on ISIS 2 and on the ground at "'20hl 9m10s UT Hiss spectrum on the 
ground showed a band structure with a center frequency of 7 kHz and a band-width of 
5 kHz. VLF emiss10ns obtamed from ISIS 2 had two band structures with center 
frequencies of 2 and 7 kHz. The spectral band around 7 kHz 1s similar to the spectrum 
observed on the ground 

3. 2. September 20, 1976 event 
Figs 5 and 6 give relat10nships among VLF emissions at the altitude of"" 1400 km, 

auroras and auroral hiss em1ss10ns observed on the ground. The lower cutoff fre
quency of VLF em1ss10ns at the satelhte altitude shows a clear latitude dependence 
(cf Fig. 6). In the high lat1tude region, the cutoff frequency decreased with decreasmg 
Jat1tude, reaching a mmimum at 20hl8m50s UT, and then the cutoff frequency mcreased 
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lit 2010 to' 

SEP 20,1976 

Ftg 5 All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Statwn and VLF dy1zam1c spectrum observed 
on ISIS 2 The notatwn l'i the mme as that ll1 Ftg 2 
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Fzg 6 Relatwnslups between auroral hiss em1ss10ns simultaneously observed at alfltude 
of "'1400 km and on the g, 01111d The mtensity profile of 5577 A emzsswns were 
observed at 21 h20m UT The notatwn 1s the same as that m Ftg 3 

Fzg 7 Power spectra of VLF emzsswns simultane
ously observed at 20h19m20s UT on the ISIS 
2 and on the ground. Top and bottom panels 
give the power spectra of ISIS 2 and the 
ground (Syowa) respectively 
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toward low latitudes. Saucer em1ss10ns were observed at 20h20m45s UT when the satel
lite traversed the geomagnetic field lines threading the northernmost auroral arc 

Fig. 7 shows the hiss spectra observed on satellite and on the ground at 20hl9m20s 
UT. ISIS 2 hiss spectrum has a peak frequency of 2 kHz and a narrow band-width of 
1 kHz. The ground hiss spectrum also shows a similar peak frequency at 2 kHz and 
a band width of 1 kHz. These results strongly suggested that VLF emissions with 
similar spectral structure as those at satellite altitude are observed when the ground 
station is located near the same geomagnetic latitude as that of the satelhte. 
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3. 3. July 28, 1976 event 
Figs. 8 and 9 show the relationship between VLF em1ss10ns observed on ISIS 2 

and auroras and VLF emissions observed on the ground. In this event, multi-auroral 
arcs were seen and mtense auroral hiss emissions with a band structure were observed 
at Syowa Station . The center frequency vaned from 5 kHz to 10 kHz withm a few 
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Fzg 8 All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Station and VLF dynamzc spectrum ob
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Fig. 9 Relationships between auroral hiss emissions sumultaneously observed at an al
titude of "' 1400 km and on the ground. The intensity profile of 5577 A emissions was 
observed at 22h25m UT The notation is the same as that m Fig 3 
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Fig. JO. Power ;,pectra of VLF em1ss10ns simulta
neously observed at 22h24m42s UT on the 
ISIS 2 and on the ground. Top and bottom 
panels give the power spectra of ISIS 2 and 
the ground (Syowa) respectively 
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minutes. Auroral hiss emissions with the similar spectral structure were also observed 
at Mizuho Station (the f-t spectrum is not given here). The ISIS 2 orbit was outside 
of the all-sky camera coverage from Syowa. However, the location of ISIS 2 is within 
100 km from the edge of the all-sky photographs. In the followmg discussion, the auro
ral arcs are assumed to extend toward the outside of the all-sky camera coverage along 
the latitude. 

Fig. 10 shows the power spectra of auroral hiss at 22h24m42s UT, when the ground 
hiss spectrum had a peak frequency of 7.5 kHz and a band-width of 5 kHz. ISIS 2 
hiss spectrum was more complicated than that on the ground, havmg intensity peaks 
around 2 kHz. However, a band structure around 7 kHz seems to correspond to the 
ground hiss spectrum. On the other hand, if VLF waves propagate along the geomag
netic field lme, the f-t spectrum on ISIS 2 at about 22h25m20s would be similar to the 
spectrum on the ground. The hiss spectrum on ISIS 2 had a band structure emission 
with a peak frequency of 2 kHz. This spectrum was qmte different from the spectrum 
on the ground which showed a narrow-band emission with a peak frequency of 7.5 kHz 
and a band width of 5 kHz. 

When the satelhte passed the region which is connected to the bright arcs through 
the geomagnetic field lines at 22h24m55s UT, impulsive VLF em1ss10ns with wide
band frequency components from - 1.0 kHz to 25.0 kHz were observed. These emis
sions were contmuously observed until 22h27m00s UT. Saucer emiss10ns were 
observed after 22h26m00s UT, when ISIS 2 passed near the field Imes threadmg the 
northernmost faint arc. 

4. Summary and Discussions 

Smrnltaneous observations of VLF emissions on ISIS 2 and the ground were carried 
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out at Syowa Station m 1 976. From these observations, 7 events were selected m order 
to study the relat10nship between VLF emiss 10ns and auroras We have already de
scribed the relat10nship on the typical 3 events m the prev10us sect10n The remammg 
4 events are given m Appendices I "'  IV The results are summarized as follows. 

1 )  Occurrence reg10ns of hiss and saucer em1ss10ns observed with ISIS 2 are local
ized m latitude Hiss em1ss 1ons are genera11y observed on the higher latitude side of 
the geomagnetic field Imes through the northernmost auroral arc, while saucer em1ss1ons 
are observed on the lower latitude side of these field Imes 

2) In general, l1ISs em1ss1ons are contmuously observed dunng the ISIS 2 traverse 
across the auroral zor.e on the mght side The latitude range of hiss em1ss1ons 1s about 
a few thousands kilometers, while the latitude range of saucer em1ss1ons 1s much narrower 
than that of the hiss em1ss1ons A typical latitude range of the saucer em1ss1on region 
is about a few tens k i lometers 

3) The hiss spectrum on ISIS 2 similar to the ground hiss spectrum at Syowa 
Station was seen when the subsatell,te pomt was located near the same geomagnetic 
latitude as that of Syowa Stat10n. However, the ISIS VLF spectrum observed on the 
Syowa field Imes was qmte different from the ground VLF spectrum 

The observed result that saucer em1ss10ns occur on the lower latitude side of the 
field Imes through the northernmost auroral arc 1s consistent with JAMES' result (1976). 
He has sugge3ted that saucers are excited by upward 10nosphenc thermal electrons . In 
order to examme J AMES' suggestion, 1t 1s necessary to measure simultaneously both low
energy electrons and V LF waves. 

GURN[TT and FRANK ( 1 972) and LAASPERE and HOFFMAN ( 1 976) reported that hiss 
em1ss1ons arc closely associated with prec1p1tatmg electrons with energies of a few 
hundred eV From DMSP au roral particle observations, MENG et al ( 1 977, 1978) 
showed that a large number of soft electrons with energies of several hundred eV 
precipitate m a wide latitude range around auroral arcs In our ISIS 2 VLF observa
tions, hiss en11ss1ons are frequently observed m the wide latitude range higher than the 
field Imes through the northernmost auroral arc From these results, 1 t  1s suggested 
that soft prec1pitatmg electrons efficiently exc ite the auroral hrns emissions 

In order to examine the relationships between VLF em1ss10ns observed on ISIS 2 
and on the gr ound , we calculated the ray path of an 8 kHz whistler mode wave propaga
ting from 3000 krn to 200 km altitude In this calculat10n was used the ray tracmg pro
gram developed by KIMURA and YAMAGISHI (pnvate communication) Assummg a 
d1ffus1ve equ 1hbrn.11n model, an electron density profile was obtamed approximated on 
the basis of rnghts1de electron dens1t 1es profiles obtained from the ISIS 2 topside 10no
gram . The magnetic field was calculated from the dipole field model SRIVASTAVA 

( 1974) suggested that VLF emiss10ns generated above the 10nosphere suffered reflection 
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Fig 11 A calculated ray path of an 8 kHz whistler 
mode wave from 3000 km to 200 km altztude 
The wave normal angle from the vertzcal at the 
altitude of 200 km is assumed to be 0° Mag
netrc field Imes illustrated m the figure are 
dipole-type field Imes which approximate to 
the real geomagnetic field Imes around Syowa 
Station by fitting the angle of the dipole field 

line to the dip angle calculated from the 1975 
IGRFmodel 
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or absorption before reachmg the ground. He showed that at a wave frequency of 
8.0 kHz, the limit value of wave normal angle from the vertical, beyond which the signal 
would be reflected back to the ionosphere, 1s 2.0° for a disturbed ionosphenc model. 
As the limited transmission angle from the vertical 1s very small, we assumed the wave 
normal angle from the vertical 1s 0° at 200 km altitude and calculated the reverse ray 
tracing from 200 km to 3000 km 

A calculated result 1s shown m Fig. 1 1. The angle between the wave normal vector 
and geomagnetic field is estimated to be 19° at 3000 km altitude. If the angle between 
the geomagnetic vector (B) and wave normal vector (K) is larger than a few tens degrees, 
the wave reflects and can not reach the ground. A certam nstncted wave only can reach 
the ground. It was found that the wave propagates to the lower latitude side than the 
magnetic field lme through the source, as the wave propagates toward the ionosphere. 
The calculated propagation path 1s also illustrated m Figs. 3, 5 and 7. As shown pre
viously, VLF waves do not propagate along the geomagnetic field lme From these 
calculations, 1t 1s concluded that very limited waves among VLF waves observed on 
the satellite can reach the ground through a non-ducted path. 

GURNETT (1966) and SRIVASTAVA ( 1976) exammed the relationships between VLF 
emissions observed at high altitude and on the ground They were unable to find a 
good correspondence between the ground and satellite VLF data. On the other hand, 
foRGENSEN ( 1968) showed a s1m1lar spectrum of VLF emission observed at high altitude 
and on the ground. We examined 5 1  VLF emission data and could find three events 
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whose spectra were similar between at the high altitude and on the ground. These 
results show that the s1m1lar auroral hiss emissions between ground-satellite were not 
so often obtamed. When the narrow-band spectrum was observed at the high altitude 
near the zemth of ground stat10n, there is a good correspondence between ground and 
satellite VLF spectra. However, there 1s a lack of correspondence among saucer and 
LHR emiss10ns and VLF em1ss10ns observed on the ground. 

Hiss em1ss10ns are not so frequently observed at the mght side in summer. Ele
ctron density near the altitude of ISIS 2 satellite mcreases one or two orders of magm
tude in summer (N. MATUURA, pnvate communication). These background electron 
density variat10ns may change a cond1t10n of the hiss exc1tat10n process. Therefore, 
it is necessary to study a seasonal vanation of hiss emissions and its relationship to back
ground plasma variat10ns in the future. 
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Appendix I 

All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Station and VLF dynamic spectrum observed 
on ISIS 2. A faint auroral arc was observed on the northern horizon of Syowa Station. 
Hiss emissions were not observed on the ground. Multiple saucer em1ss10ns were ob
served at 23h39m45s UT and 23h4 1m00s UT. Auroras related to the saucer emissions 
at 23h39m45s UT were not observed m the all-sky photographs, while the mtense saucer 
emissions at 23h4l m00s UT were observed just after the satellite passed over the field 
lines through the famt auroral arc. 
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Appendix II 

All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Station and VLF dynamic spectrum observed 
on ISIS 2. A famt auroral arc was observed on the southern honzon of Syowa Station. 
Hiss em1ss10ns were not observed on the ground Multiple saucer em1ss10ns were 
observed just after the satellite passed over near the famt arc at 23h0 1 mOOs UT. The 
latitudmal width of each saucer em1ss1on 1s about a few tens kilometers 
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All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Stat10n and VLF dynarrnc spectrum ob
served on ISIS 2. An auroral arc was observed at the �outhern honzon of Syowa 
Stat10n Moon was seen on the western honzon of Syowa Station Weak auroral 
hiss em1ss1ons were observed on the ground The lower cutoff frequency of em1ss10ns 
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changed from a few kHz to 10 kHz. Saucer emissions were observed just after the satel
lite passed over the field lines threading the weak auroral arc at 2 Ih02m30s UT. 

Appendix IV 

All-sky camera photographs at Syowa Station and VLF dynamic spectrum observ
ed on ISIS 2. A bright auroral arc was observed on the southern horizon of Syowa 
Station. Hiss emissions were not observed on the ground untill I 9h08m00s UT. 
Wide-band VLF emissions were continuously observed on ISIS 2. The saucer emis
sions were observed just after the satellite passed over the field Imes through the bright 
auroral arc at l 9h05m30s UT. 
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